IRIS Touch Firmware Enhancements and Additions
from Version 1.19.17 to Version 1.27.3

Overview
This document details enhancements to the feature set of the IRIS Touch from firmware Version
1.19.17 to Version 1.27.3.
This release (V1.27.3) is available on Chiron’s reflash server with immediate effect. All IRIS Touch
diallers can be upgraded by connecting them over IP to our reflash server, so you can be sure of
having all the latest facilities, even if you have already taken delivery of the dialler. This can be done
prior to install, at install or even after install.
Please note that this release is not available for IRIS Home diallers. This is because the new feature
provided is incompatible with the IRIS Home’s power management strategy to extend battery
charge life.

Changes in this Release
This release adds ‘Zero Wait’ support to the diallers, which is a feature that is already implemented
on the IRIS ‘NG’ range of diallers. ‘Zero Wait’ significantly reduces the time it takes to make a remote
connection to an alarm panel using the IRIS Remote Service App.
Please note that to use ‘Zero Wait’ the monitoring centre to which the dialler is reporting must be
using IRIS Secure Apps 2016, and the ‘Zero Wait’ option needs to be selected for the dialler.
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How to Reflash
Connection to the reflash server can be instigated from the installer menu, Settings->Reflash:

The reflash IP address is set by default to Chiron’s reflash server (195.59.117.164) and does not need
to be changed unless another reflash server is to be used.
Reflashing can also be carried out by direct local connection to diallers, using our IRIS Touch USB
Reflasher that can be downloaded from our web site www.chironsc.com
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